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The Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), one of the best-studied paleoclimatic inter-

vals, o↵ers a prime opportunity to investigate how the climate system responds

to changes in greenhouse gases (GHGs) and the cryosphere. Previous work

has sought to constrain the magnitude and pattern of glacial cooling from pa-

leothermometers, but the uneven distribution of the proxies, as well as their

uncertainties, has challenged the construction of a full-field view of the LGM

climate state. Here, we combine a large collection of geochemical proxies for

sea-surface temperature with an isotope-enabled climate model ensemble to pro-

duce a field reconstruction of LGM temperatures using data assimilation. The

reconstruction is validated with withheld proxies as well as independent ice core

and speleothem �18O measurements. Our assimilated product provides a precise

constraint on global mean LGM cooling of �5.9�C (�6.3 – �5.6�C, 95% CI).

Given assumptions concerning the radiative forcing of GHGs, ice sheets, and

aerosols, this cooling translates to an equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) of

3.2�C (2.2 – 4.3�C, 95% CI), a value that is higher than previous estimates and

but consistent with the traditional consensus range of 2 – 4.5�C.
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Paleoclimatologists have long sought to refine our view of temperature changes during1

the LGM, as both a benchmark for climate models and a constraint on Earth’s climate2

sensitivity. In the 1970s, the Climate Long-Range Investigation, Mapping and Prediction3

(CLIMAP) project collated assemblages of foraminifera, radiolarians, and coccolithophores4

and used transfer functions to create maps of seasonal sea-surface temperatures (SSTs) for5

the LGM 1. Along with geological constraints on sea level and ice sheet extents, these maps6

were used as boundary conditions for pioneering atmospheric Global Climate Model (GCM)7

simulations—the first Paleoclimate Modeling Intercomparison Project (PMIP) 2. Three8

decades later, the Multiproxy Approach for the Reconstruction of the Glacial Ocean Surface9

(MARGO) project remapped the LGM oceans using foraminiferal, radiolarian, diatom, and10

dinoflagellate transfer functions and two geochemical proxies—the unsaturation index of11

alkenones (UK0
37 ) and the Mg/Ca ratio of planktic foraminifera 3. This product has served as12

a touchstone for model-data comparison in PMIP2 and 3 4 as well as calculations of climate13

sensitivity 5.14

In spite of this extensive work, estimates of global cooling during the LGM remain15

poorly constrained due to proxy uncertainties and methodological limitations. Microfossils16

occasionally present “no-analogue” assemblages; i.e. groups of species that are not observed17

today and therefore are di�cult to interpret. In the LGM in particular, no-analogue assem-18

blages appear in North Atlantic dinocysts 1 and tropical Pacific foraminifera 6, and have19

cast doubt upon the CLIMAP and MARGO inference of relatively mild LGM cooling in the20

tropics and subtropics 7–9. Likewise, geochemical proxies are subject to seasonal biases and21

sensitivity to non-thermal controls, all of which a↵ect calculated SSTs 10,11. Beyond proxy22

uncertainties, the data from the LGM present a methodological challenge in that they are23

not evenly distributed in space; the data cluster near coasts, where there are su�cient sedi-24

ment accumulation rates. This complicates the calculation of both regionally- and globally-25
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averaged values. Furthermore, the translation of changes in SST to global mean surface air26

temperature (GMST)—the quantity needed for calculations of climate sensitivity—requires27

the use of an uncertain scaling factor 12. Thus, estimates of the change in LGM GMST28

(�GMST) range from �1.7�C to �8.0�C 5,12–18, and translate to poorly bounded estimates29

of climate sensitivity of 1–6�C per doubling of CO2
19.30

Here, we infer the magnitude and spatial pattern of LGM cooling using geochemical31

SST proxies, Bayesian calibration models, isotope-enabled climate model simulations, and32

o✏ine data assimilation. Specifically, SST proxy observations are assimilated using Bayesian33

proxy system models and new simulations conducted with the isotope-enabled Community34

Earth System Model (iCESM)20. The resulting estimates of GMST change are combined35

with published constraints on radiative forcing to produce new probabilistic estimates of36

climate sensitivity based on the LGM climate state.37

Our data collection consists of 955 LGM (19–23 ka) and 880 late Holocene (0–4 ka)38

data points (Fig. 1, see Methods). For the purposes of this study, the Late Holocene average39

is interpreted as representative of the preindustrial (PI) climate state, and is the benchmark40

against which we compute LGM cooling (see Methods). Distinct from previous work, this41

study focuses exclusively on geochemical proxies for SST; specifically, UK0
37 , TEX86, �18O,42

and Mg/Ca. We have developed Bayesian calibration models for all of these proxy systems43

10,11,21,22, which enables us to propagate calibration uncertainty as well as use forward models44

for data assimilation. While including assemblage data would improve spatial coverage, the45

outstanding no-analogue problems and lack of comparable Bayesian models prevent us from46

using these data in the framework presented here.47

In order to circumvent problems associated with the spatial representation and averag-48

ing, we use an o✏ine data assimilation technique 23 (see Methods) to blend information from49
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proxies with full-field dynamical constraints from iCESM. The assimilation begins with an50

ensemble “prior” of possible climate states taken from the model; in our case, these are 50-51

yr average states from simulations of the glacial state (18 and 21 ka) and the late Holocene52

(PI and 3 ka) (see Methods). The water-isotope-enabled model simulations facilitate the53

direct assimilation of �18O data (comprising 60% of our collection; Fig. 1), without the need54

to rely on empirical relationships between seawater �18O and salinity derived from present-55

day observations. At locations where there are proxy data, values from the ensemble prior56

are translated into proxy units using our Bayesian forward models in order to calculate the57

“innovation”—the di↵erence between the observed proxy value and computed value from the58

model ensemble. The innovation is weighted by the Kalman gain, which considers both the59

covariance of proxy with the rest of the climate fields as well as the uncertainties in both the60

proxy observation and the model ensemble. This value is then added to the prior ensemble61

to produce a ensemble posterior climate state (see Methods for a mathematical description).62

For each time interval (LGM and Late Holocene) we conducted 25 assimilation experiments63

with a 40-member model ensemble in which we withheld 25% of the proxy data at random64

in order to calculate verification statistics (see Methods). These collectively yield a total of65

1000 ensemble realizations of LGM and late Holocene climate.66

The assimilated posterior SST field shows distinctive spatial patterns in LGM cooling67

(Fig. 2a), with changes in SST in excess of �8�C in the north Atlantic, north Pacific, and68

the Pacific sector of the Southern Ocean; enhanced cooling in eastern boundary upwelling69

zones; and reduced cooling in the western boundary regions. Many of these features are70

broadly consistent with CLIMAP and MARGO; however an important di↵erence is that we71

do not observe warming in the subtropical gyres, a feature that is associated with assemblage72

data 1,3 (Fig. 2a). In the Indian Ocean, our reconstructed cooling pattern closely resembles73

the proxies and reflects the impact of the exposed Sunda and Sahul shelves 24. Previous74
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investigations of cooling in the glacial tropical Pacific o↵er conflicting conclusions; some75

suggest enhanced cooling in the eastern equatorial Pacific (EEP; as we observe here) 6,76

while others suggest greater cooling in the warm pool 25. Analysis of our proxy collection77

(separate from the assimilated product) indicates that there is no significant di↵erence in the78

magnitude of cooling between the warm pool and EEP (�0.2 ± 1.0 �C, 2�, see Methods).79

This could reflect a limitation of the proxy network, which is biased towards the coasts (Fig.80

1). The stronger cooling in the EEP in the assimilated posterior thus reflects the CESM81

prior, and possibly the influence of proxies that are teleconnected to EEP, such as those82

situated along the California margin.83

The covariance of SST with surface air temperature (SAT) allows us to recover a84

posterior ensemble for the latter directly from the assimilation algorithm, rather than having85

to scale from one to the other 12. Over land, we observe the expected large cooling over the86

Northern Hemisphere ice sheets, but noticeably little cooling in Alaska and western Beringia87

(Fig. 2c). These results agree with long-standing observations that these locations remained88

unglaciated during the LGM 26 and experienced minimal cooling or even a slight warming89

27, likely due to dynamical changes induced by the Laurentide Ice Sheet 28,29.90

Our reconstruction provides updated estimates of tropical cooling. The glacial change91

in SAT across the tropics (30�S – 30�N) is �3.9 (�4.2 – �3.7�C, 95% CI). This estimate is92

greater than the PMIP2 and 3 multi-model range of �1.6 – �3.2�C30, but is not as large93

as calculations based on snowlines of tropical glaciers 31 and noble gases 32 (ca. �5�C).94

Our reconstruction indicates that tropical SSTs cooled by 3.5�C (3.7 – 3.3�C, 95% CI).95

This value is larger than the spatial mean computed from the tropical SST proxies on their96

own (�2.5�C, �2.8 – �2.2�C, 95% CI), partly due to the enhanced cooling throughout the97

east-central tropical Pacific in the assimilated posterior (Fig. 2a). However, the magnitude98
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of both the proxy- and data assimilation-inferred tropical SST cooling is far greater than99

CLIMAP or MARGO estimates (�0.8�C and�1.5�C, respectively) and closer to the estimate100

of refs. 8 (�2.7�C) and 33 (�2.8�C).101

To assess the reliability of our reconstruction, we included the �18O of precipitation102

(�18Op) in our model prior so we could compare the posterior ensemble of this variable to103

independent ice core and speleothem proxy data (see Methods). Overall, our reconstruction104

explains 65% of the variance in observed ��18Op (Fig. 3a). This is a marked improvement105

over the prior, which only explains 35% of the variance (Extended Data Figure 1). A notable106

feature captured by our reconstruction is the di↵erence in ��18Op between ice core sites in107

west and east Antarctica (Fig. 3b); the latter region is warmer (Fig. 2b) and experiences108

less isotopic depletion. At face value, a warmer east Antarctica contradicts previous work; at109

Epica Dome C, ice core �18O is interpreted to indicate a change in SAT of ⇠ �8�C 34, while110

our assimilated product indicates a more modest cooling of �5�C. However, the former111

estimate assumes that the �18O-SAT relationship remains constant in time 34. Isotope-112

enabled modeling experiments have shown that the �18O-SAT slope in Antarctica may have113

been di↵erent during the LGM, and moreover strongly depends on changes in Southern Ocean114

SSTs 35. The relatively smaller cooling over the Indian Ocean sector of the Southern Ocean115

in our reconstruction results in a steeper slope and explains why we are able to reproduce116

the magnitude of �18Op response with warmer temperatures.117

The fact that our reconstruction can match independent �18Op proxies suggests that it118

provides a reasonable estimate of global LGM climate. Since the data assimilation technique119

provides us with full fields, we can compute values of both global SST (GSST) and mean120

surface temperature (GMST) change during the LGM without needing to consider missing121

values or use a scaling factor 12. Our calculated change in GSST is �3.2�C (�3.4 – �2.9�C,122
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95% CI) (Fig. 2b). This is much more tightly constrained than the model prior, which123

spans �2.7 – �4�C (Fig. 2b), reflecting the influence of the data. The assimilated �GSST124

is slightly larger than the proxy data suggest (�2.8�C, �3.0 – �2.7�C, 95% CI, Fig. 2b);125

however as emphasized, data-only estimates are biased by the fact that the field is sampled126

incompletely and unevenly. The �GSST from data assimilation agrees well with estimates of127

glacial cooling based on a subset of SST proxies spanning multiple glacial-interglacial cycles128

(�3.1�C) 18, but is much larger than CLIMAP (�1.2�C) and MARGO (�1.9�C).129

The change in GMST in the assimilated product is �5.9�C (�6.3 – �5.6�C, 95% CI).130

As with �GSST, this result falls on the lower end of a proxy-only estimate and the upper131

end of the model prior (Fig. 2d). A �GMST of ca. �6�C agrees with a number of previous132

studies, including those that estimated LGM cooling from a restricted network of proxies133

spanning multiple glacial/interglacial cycles 12,18, noble gas measurements in ice cores 17, and134

changes in tropical SSTs 13,14 (Fig. 4a). However, our calculated �GMST does not overlap135

with the estimates that utilized the MARGO product 5,16 (�2 – �4�C), or an average of136

time-continuous marine and terrestrial temperature proxies 15 (Fig. 4a). Our �GMST137

estimate falls on the lower end of the PMIP2 and 3 model range (�3.1 – �5.9�C) 19.138

Our assimilated estimate of �GMST supports an emerging consensus that LGM cool-139

ing is larger than previously assumed (Fig. 4a). Since it is based on a full-field reconstruction,140

our ensemble �GMST value is narrower than previous work and thus can be used to provide141

tighter constraints on ECS. To calculate an ECS that approximates the classical “Charney”142

definition, we must consider, in addition to greenhouse gas forcing (�RGHG) the slow feed-143

back processes that a↵ect LGM climate, which following ref. 36 are treated here as radiative144

forcings. These include albedo changes associated with the expanded land ice and lowered145

sea level (�RICE) and increases in mineral dust aerosols (�RAE). While vegetation changes146
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could also impact LGM climate, we do not consider these here because biome reconstructions147

are poorly defined outside of the northern high latitudes 37, challenging determination of a148

global �R 38.149

We estimate �RGHG, �RICE, and �RAE from published values in the literature and150

propagate uncertainties associated with these into the calculations of ECS (see Methods).151

We show results with and without aerosol forcing (�RAE) for comparison with previous152

work (Fig. 4b). Without aerosols, ECS is 3.5�C (2.6 – 4.5 �C, 95% CI); with aerosols,153

ECS is 3.2�C (2.2 – 4.3 �C, 95% CI). With our �GMST from data assimilation, global154

temperature change is no longer the primary source of uncertainty; it accounts for about155

20% of the 95% CI in each estimate (Fig. 4b). Rather, most of the uncertainty comes from156

the forcings (Fig. 4b). �RGHG can be directly estimated from ice core GHG concentrations157

and simplified equations (�2.81 W/m2) but still carries a 10% (90% CI) uncertainty. There158

is an additional 10% uncertainty associated with the doubling of CO2 (3.80 W/m2) 39 such159

that GHG forcing altogether accounts for ⇠ 25% of the 95% CI. �RICE is estimated from160

CESM and available PMIP2 and 3 simulations (see Methods) and its value varies between161

�2.6 and �5.2 W/m2, thus accounting for ⇠ 35% of the uncertainty in ECS. Finally, while162

it is well-known that the LGM atmosphere was dustier 40 the magnitude of �RAE also varies163

widely across models (ca. 0 – �2 W/m2) 40 and contributes ⇠ 20% of the 95% CI.164

Recently, it has been argued that ice sheets are not as “e↵ective” as greenhouse gases165

in terms of global radiative forcing, because their impact might be concentrated at high166

latitudes 41,42. We explore this possibility by presenting a distribution of ECS with an ice167

sheet e�cacy (") of 0.65 (see Methods) (Fig. 4b). Under this scenario, the median ECS rises168

to 3.9 with a 95% CI of 2.7 to 5.2.169

Even though uncertainties in the radiative forcings yield broad distributions, we can170
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use these new calculations to make probabilistic statements concerning ECS. Given the171

uncertainty space explored here, the LGM data suggest ECS is virtually certain (>99%172

probability) to be above 2.1�C and below 5.4�C, with the latter only plausible under a173

condition of low ice sheet e�cacy. Assuming ice e�cacy of 1, ECS is very likely (90%174

probability) between 2.3�C and 4.1�C. These are substantially tighter constraints on ECS175

than those stated in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) AR5 report176

(1–6�C per doubling of CO2)19 and arise mainly from our precise estimate of �GMST from177

data assimilation.178

ECS calculated here is in excellent agreement with the traditional consensus range179

of 2–4.5 �C 43,44. Unlike previous work, we find little evidence that ECS based on the180

LGM climate is abnormally low 5,38. ECS is unlikely to remain constant across climate181

states; rather, paleoclimate and modeling evidence suggest that it scales with background182

temperature, with lower values during cold climates and higher values during warm states183

45,46. Taking this into consideration, our LGM results place a strong constraint on minimum184

ECS in the climate system, which is almost certainly greater than 2�C, and more likely185

between 3–4�C.186
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Methods187

SST proxy data collection. We compiled a total of 955 and 880 proxy data points from188

the LGM and late Holocene (LH) time periods, respectively. Following MARGO, the LGM189

was defined as 19–23 ka 3. The LH was defined as 0–4 ka to match the interval of time aver-190

aged for the LGM. This choice is consistent with previous LGM–LH comparisons 10,47. For191

the purposes of this study, the LH is considered representative of preindustrial conditions.192

Although climate has certainly changed within the past 4,000 years in response to shorter-193

term forcings such as volcanic eruptions and solar irradiance, we posit that this assumption is194

reasonable in the context of the large, slow climate changes associated with orbitally-driven195

glacial–interglacial cycles. This di↵ers from CLIMAP and MARGO, in which LGM cooling196

was calculated relative to 20th century observations 1,3. However, historical observations197

carry their own distinctive type of uncertainties 48 and also include the signature of anthro-198

pogenic global warming, so are not ideal in terms of isolating the LGM climatic response.199

Furthermore, using proxy estimates of the preindustrial climate, rather than observational200

estimates, o↵ers an “apples-to-apples” comparison with the LGM.201

The proxy data consist of both continuous time series that pass through the LGM and202

the LH, as well as data from “timeslice” studies that focused on the average LGM climate203

state. The latter derive in part from the MARGO collection, with additional data from more204

recent studies. In many cases, LGM slice data were not accompanied by corresponding LH205

data. To provide matching data for these cases, we searched the core top datasets for each206

proxy system for a nearby value, with a cuto↵ radius of 1000 km. This provided roughly207

similar spatial coverage between the LGM and LH target slices (Fig. 1). Core tops that208

were used as LH data were subsequently removed from the calibration datasets, and the209

parameters for the Bayesian calibration models were recalculated without these data, so as210
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to avoid circularity. However, since the number of core tops used in the data synthesis is211

small (ca. 100 or less) relative to the size of the core top datasets (ca. 1000) the a↵ect on212

the model parameters was negligible.213

The time series consist of 261 core sites with radiocarbon-based age models. Prior to214

taking time-averages from these proxy data we recalibrated all age models using the Ma-215

rine13 radiocarbon curve and the BACON age modeling software (translated into Python as216

snakebacon and available here: https://github.com/brews/snakebacon) to ensure con-217

sistent treatment. Not all of the core sites extend through the LGM and/or the LH, so218

not all of these sites are represented in the analysis. However, many of these sites typically219

contain more than one proxy for SST, thus the total number of data constraints from the220

time series data is 334 for the LGM, and 275 for the LH.221

Model Simulations. We employ the water isotope-enabled Community Earth System222

Model (iCESM) 20, which is based on CESM version 1.2 49. iCESM has the capability223

to explicitly simulate the transport and transformation of water isotopes in hydrological224

processes in the atmosphere, land, ocean, and sea ice 20. iCESM can accurately reproduce225

instrumental records of both the physical climate and the water isotopes 20,49.226

We conducted iCESM1.2 simulations of the Late Holocene and the LGM, consisting227

of timeslices of PI, 3, 18, and 21 ka. PI used standard climatic forcings at A.D. 1850. Slice228

simulations of 3, 18, and 21 ka used boundary conditions of GHGs, Earth orbits, and ice229

sheets following the PMIP4 protocol 50. Specifically, CO2, CH4, and N2O concentrations230

were 275 ppm, 580 ppb, and 270 ppb for 3 ka, 190 ppm, 370 ppb, and 245 ppb for 18 ka,231

and 190 ppm, 375 ppb, and 200 ppb for 21 ka. Changes in surface elevation, albedo, and232

land ocean distribution associated to ice sheets were derived from the ICE-6G reconstruction233

51. The Late Holocene time slices (PI and 3 ka) and the LGM slices (21 and 18 ka) were234
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extended from previous iCESM1.2 simulations 52, which have reached quasi-equilibrium in235

both the physical climate and the water isotopes. Ice-volume e↵ects on the seawater isotopic236

composition have been considered in the 18- and 21-ka simulations, which have a global237

volume mean of 1.05h, compared to the value of 0.05h in the PI and 3-ka simulations. All238

the timeslice simulations were run for 900 years with a horizontal resolution of 1.9� ⇥ 2.5�239

(latitude ⇥ longitude) for the atmosphere and land, and a nominal 1 degree displaced pole240

Greenland grid for the ocean and sea ice.241

We also made use of available iCESM1.3 simulations of the LGM and PI 52. iCESM1.3242

di↵ers from iCESM1.2 primarily in the gravity wave scheme, along with a few bug fixes in243

the cloud microphysics and radiation 53. The iCESM1.3 preindustrial and LGM simulations244

have a length of 400 and 1000 years, respectively.245

Data Assimilation. The data assimilation technique uses the o✏ine ensemble Kalman

filter method developed for the Last Millennium Reanalysis 23,54, which solves the following

update equation to compute an ensemble of posterior climate states (Xposterior):

Xposterior = Xprior +K(y � Ye) (1)

Xprior is a prior ensemble of climate states taken from iCESM. In a typical data assimilation246

application, the length of time represented by the ensemble would equal the length of time247

represented by the data; e.g. annual data would be used to update an annual prior. How-248

ever, in our case the data represent average conditions across 4,000 years. Since we cannot249

run iCESM for 100,000+ years, we must use a di↵erent time average for our model prior.250

Experimentation with time-averaging the model states revealed that once the average ex-251

ceeded the interannual time scale, the patterns in the covariance structures were insensitive252

to the length of the average (e.g., 10-year averages looked similar to 50-year averages). Thus253
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we chose 50 years – the longest time average that we could use while still retaining enough254

ensemble members for the assimilation technique (40 members).255

y�Ye is the innovation – the di↵erence between the vector of observed proxy values (y)256

and the matrix of proxy values calculated from the model prior (Ye) at the same locations.257

This calculation takes place in proxy units – model output is translated into proxy values258

using our Bayesian forward models 10,11,21,22. For UK0
37 and TEX86, the forward models259

require only SSTs (monthly for UK0
37 , to account for seasonal responses in the North Atlantic,260

North Pacific, and Mediterranean regions 10; annual for TEX86). The model for �18O of261

planktic foraminifera (�18Oc) requires monthly SST and the annual �18O composition of262

seawater 22. �18Oc is computed for the optimal growing season using the species-specific263

hierarchical model described in ref. 22. The model for Mg/Ca of planktic foraminifera264

requires monthly SST and sea-surface salinity (SSS), as well as surface water pH, bottom265

water calcite saturation state (⌦), and the cleaning method used in the laboratory 11. The266

latter was recorded as part of the data collection e↵ort, but for pH and ⌦ we must make267

assumptions, since iCESM does not simulate the ocean carbonate system. In the absence268

of good information regarding spatial changes in ⌦, we assume that it is the same as today269

for each given site location, with values drawn from GLODAPv2 55. For pH, we use modern270

estimates from GLODAPv2 for the LH timeslice, and then for the LGM we add 0.13 units271

to the modern values to account for the global increase in pH due to lowered CO2, following272

refs. 11,56. As with �18Oc, Mg/Ca is forward-modeled for the optimal growing season using273

the species-specific hierarchical model described in ref. 11. In this manner, the seasonal274

preferences of foraminifera are explicitly accounted for in the assimilation.275

K is the Kalman gain, which weights the innovation according to the covariance of the

forward-modeled proxy value with the rest of the climate state (the numerator), as well as the
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uncertainty of the model ensemble and the proxy observation (the denominator). Following

ref. 57, K is defined as:

K =
Wloc �

⇥
X 0

priorY
0>
e /(n� 1)

⇤

Yloc � [Y 0
eY

0>
e /(n� 1)] +R

(2)

where X 0
prior and Y 0

e are the matrices of deviations, e.g. X 0
prior = Xprior � Xprior, R is a276

diagonal matrix of the uncertainty (as a variance) of each proxy observation, and Wloc and277

Yloc are weights that apply a covariance localization, a distance-weighted filter that limits278

the influence of each proxy in space 58. n is the number of ensemble members, and division279

by (n� 1) is applied to obtain an unbiased estimate. � denotes element-wise multiplication.280

Following ref. 57, the update equation (Eq. 1) is solved by decomposing the problem

into an update of the mean value of the prior state (Xprior) and the deviations from the

mean (X 0
prior):

Xposterior = Xprior +K(y � Ye) (3)

X 0
posterior = X 0

prior � K̃Y 0
e (4)

where K̃ is defined as:

K̃ = Wloc �
⇥
X 0

priorY
0>
e /(n� 1)

⇤ ⇣p
Yloc � [Y 0

eY
0>
e /(n� 1)] +R

⌘�1
�>

⇥
hp

Yloc � [Y 0
eY

0>
e /(n� 1)] +R+

p
R
i�1

(5)

The full posterior ensemble is then recovered through:

Xposterior = Xposterior +X 0
posterior (6)
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R and the covariance localization weights (Wloc, Yloc) are user-defined, so we used281

validation metrics based on withheld SST proxies and independent proxies for the oxygen282

isotopic composition of precipitation (�18Op) to guide our choices. The most conservative283

values for R are the �2 terms given by the global Bayesian regression models for each proxy –284

we denote this as Rg. In temperature space, these translate to 1.5–4�C 1� errors. However,285

because these integrate uncertainties for locations across the entire world, they are likely too286

high for an individual proxy location (otherwise, one would expect that the proxies would not287

be able to detect LGM cooling at all). Rather, at a single site, proxy uncertainty is expected288

to lie somewhere between analytical precision and the global error. Unfortunately, this289

can only be directly observed by analyzing parallel sediment cores, which is not commonly290

done in paleoceanography. Thus, to experimentally determine an optimal value of R, we291

systematically reduced it from Rg to Rg/100 and analyzed validation statistics. For each292

of these experiments, the same 75% of the proxy data were used for the assimilation and293

the same 25% were withheld for validation. Values of SST, SSS, and �18O of seawater from294

the posterior ensemble were then forward-modeled to predict the withheld proxy values. We295

calculate both the coe�cient of e�cacy (CE) 59 and the root mean square error (RMSE)296

between the observed and mean of the predicted proxy values. These were calculated in297

normalized units in order to account for the di↵erent ranges of absolute proxy values between298

UK0
37 , TEX86, �18O, and Mg/Ca.299

In addition, we calculated the R2 between observed ��18Op (LGM � PI) derived from300

ice cores and speleothems and predicted ��18Op from the assimilation. Ice core ��18Op301

were taken from the compilation in ref. 60 (their Table 1). Speleothem ��18Op values were302

computed from the SISAL database, version 1b 61. We first searched the SISAL database for303

sites that contained both Late Holocene (0.2–4 ka, to exclude anthropogenically-influenced304

values) and LGM (19–23 ka) data and recorded the mean �18O of calcite or aragonite. We305
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then converted these average �18O values to dripwater �18O (considered analogous to �18Op)306

following the recommendations of ref. 62 (their Eqs. 1–3). This conversion accounts for the307

influence of temperature on fractionation as well as kinetic e↵ects, and converts from the308

VPDB to the VSMOW scale. These calculations require an estimate of cave temperature;309

for this we use the posterior SAT value from our data assimilation at the grid cells closest310

to the speleothem locations.311

Extended Data Table 1 shows the validation results from scaling Rg. For both the312

LGM and the Late Holocene, validation CE and RMSE are relatively insensitive to the313

choice of R, although there is slight improvement up to Rg/10. This is in part because314

the validation is being calculated across the globe and the spatial variation in proxy values315

is always large; indeed, even the prior produces decent prediction of the withheld proxies,316

particularly for the Late Holocene (Extended Data Table 1). More useful information can317

be gleaned from the comparison with the independent �18Op data. Here, we observe a large318

increase in R2 from the case of Rg to Rg/10, from 0.42 (only slightly better than the prior,319

which is 0.37) to 0.66. This suggests that an increase in proxy precision drives the posterior320

closer to a state that agrees with the �18Op proxies. However, it is also clear that if the proxy321

uncertainty is set too low (Rg/100), the R2 drops back down (0.44). Thus, there appears322

to be an ideal value of R somewhere near Rg/10. This value of R translates to ⇠ 0.5–1�C323

of 1� uncertainty, depending on the proxy. This is greater than analytical error (⇠ 0.3 1�)324

and strikes us as a reasonable estimate of site-specific error.325

Covariance localization is applied to minimize spurious relationships from producing326

artifacts at large distances away from the proxy location. Following ref. 23, we use the327

Gaspari-Cohn fifth-order polynomial 63 with a specified cut-o↵ radius. To find an optimal328

radius, we experimented with values from 1 (e.g. no localization) to 6,000 km and analyzed329
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the same validation statistics as above. Extended Data Table 2 shows the results. As was330

the case with varying R, validation CE and RMSE are not very sensitive to localization331

although they do improve up to a value of 12,000 km. The comparison with �18Op shows332

that the best skill is achieved with a cut-o↵ radius between 18,000–9,000 km. We thus use333

a value of 12,000 km.334

Each time interval (LGM and LH) is carried out as a separate ensemble assimilation335

consisting of 25 iterations, in which we withhold 25% of the proxies at random for validation.336

Across all iterations, the validation CE is 0.95 for the LH and 0.92 for the LGM; the validation337

RMSE is 0.22 for the LH and 0.29 for the LGM (in normalized proxy units). Figure 3 in the338

main text shows the independent validation with the �18Op proxies. The relatively good fit339

(R2 = 0.65) is a substantial improvement over the model prior (Extended Data Figure 1).340

Proxy-only estimates of LGM cooling. To provide a point of comparison for the results341

from data assimilation, we computed global and tropical �SST and �GMST from the proxy342

data in isolation. The proxy data were calibrated to SST using a our suite of Bayesian343

prediction models 10,11,21,22 producing 1000-member ensemble estimates for each data point.344

To approximate the proxy observational uncertainty (R) used in the data assimilation (see345

discussion above), data were sorted along the ensemble dimension and normally-distributed346

site-level error (N (0,0.5)�C) was added back to the ensemble. Global mean sea-surface347

temperature (GSST) was computed following the method of 46—data were first binned and348

averaged into latitudinal bands, then latitudinal averages were used to calculate an area-349

weighted global average. Since the results are sensitive to the size of the bin 46 we computed350

an ensemble of GSST across bin sizes of 2.5� to 15� (at 2.5� intervals). GSST was scaled351

to global mean surface temperature (GMST) using the method of ref. 12, in which scaling352

factors (determined from PMIP LGM simulations) were drawn from a uniform distribution353
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spanning values between 1.5 and 2.3. Results for �GSST and �GMST are shown in Fig.354

2b and d.355

Analysis of tropical Pacific cooling. As stated in the main text, we analyzed LGM356

cooling across the tropical Pacific in the proxy data alone, in order to compare with the357

data assimilation result. The proxy data were calibrated to SST as described in the previous358

subsection, and then the Pacific zonal gradient was computed for both the LGM and LH359

slices as the di↵erence between the average SST in the western Pacific (10�S– 10�N, 130 –360

170�E) and the eastern Pacific (5�S– 5�N, 75 – 140�W) region. We then computed the LGM361

� LH di↵erence in the zonal gradient, yielding a median value of �0.2�C. These calculations362

were conducted for all 1,000 ensemble members, yielding an uncertainty of 1.0�C (2�).363

Climate sensitivity calculations. We calculate equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) as:

ECS =
�GMST

�R
⇥ F2⇥CO2 (7)

where �GMST is taken from the data assimilation, F2⇥CO2 is the forcing associated with the364

doubling of CO2 from the preindustrial state, and �R is the total change in radiative forcing,365

including the slow feedbacks that a↵ect the LGM climate state. In Figure 4, we present366

one solution that includes greenhouse gas and ice sheet forcing (�R = �RGHG + �RICE)367

and another that additionally includes aerosol forcing from mineral dust (�R = �RGHG +368

�RICE+�RAE). We estimate �RGHG and F2⇥CO2 to be �2.81 ± 0.28 W/m2 (90% CI) and369

3.80 ± 0.38 W/m2 (90% CI), respectively, using published equations 39. These estimates370

assume a 90% CI uncertainty range of ± 10%, consistent with the assessment in successive371

IPCC reports 39. �RICE accounts for the radiative forcing from surface albedo changes372

associated with the LGM ice sheets and exposed land due to lowered sea level. We calculate373

�RICE using an approximate partial radiative perturbation method 64 in CESM and also374
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make use of additional published results in 11 PMIP2 and 3 models 4,65. The resulting�RICE375

has a multi-model ensemble mean of �3.66 W/m2 and a range from �2.59 to �5.20 W/m2
376

(Extended Data Table 3). �RAE was obtained from a published compilation of the top of377

atmosphere instantaneous direct radiative forcing of LGM dust in nine modeling studies 40.378

�RAE has a large spread, ranging from 0 to �2 W/m2.379

We also calculate a third solution for ECS that assumes a lower ice sheet e�cacy (")380

42, in which �RICE is multiplied by 0.65. This value of " comes from assuming an average381

fractional influence of the ice sheet (!) of 0.46 (taken from ref. 41). We then use Eq. 11 in382

ref. 42 to calculate the corresponding ", based on the mean values of �RGHG and �RICE383

given above.384

To propagate uncertainties into the final calculations of ECS, we used a Monte Carlo385

approach, sampling the full 1000-member posterior ensemble of �GMST, and combining386

these with 10,000 samples of each distribution of �R as well as F2⇥CO2. �RGHG and F2⇥CO2387

were assumed to be Normal distributions, while �RICE and �RAE were treated as empir-388

ical random distributions because the limited number of samples (derived from modeling389

experiments) prevents us from knowing the shape of these distributions.390

Code availability. The data assimilation method used in this paper is publicly available

as the Matlab code package DASH on GitHub: https://github.com/JonKing93/DASH. The

Bayesian forward models, BAYSPAR, BAYSPLINE, BAYFOX, and BAYMAG are likewise publicly

available on GitHub from J. Tierney’s homepage: https://github.com/jesstierney.
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Figure 1: Locations of geochemical sea-surface temperature (SST) proxies used for

Last Glacial Maximum climate reconstruction. a. Proxy sites for the LGM; b. Proxy sites
for the Late Holocene (LH). Proxies are color-coded by type; the number of proxies is shown in
parentheses.
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Figure 2: Global changes in temperature during the LGM, derived from paleoclimate

data assimilation a. LGM - Late Holocene changes in sea-surface temperature (�SST); b. LGM
- Late Holocene changes in surface air temperature (�SAT). c. LGM global mean sea-surface
temperature change (�GSST) and d. LGM global mean surface temperature change (�GMST)
derived from the data, the data assimilation (DA), and the model prior. Dots represent median
values; bars show the 95% CI.
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Figure 3: Validation of the data assimilation with �18O of precipitation. a. Observed
changes in ice core and speleothem-inferred �18Op compared to predicted changes from the posterior
data assimilation ensemble. Dots indicate median values, error bars represent the 95% CI. R2 value
is shown in the lower right corner. b. Spatial map of median changes in the �18O of precipitation
from the posterior ensemble, overlain with ice core and speleothem observations (dots). Speleothem
�18O has been converted from �18O of calcite or aragonite to �18Op (in h VSMOW) prior to plotting
(see Methods).
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Figure 4: LGM global temperature change and climate sensitivity derived from data

assimilation. a. Estimates of the change in global mean surface temperature (�GMST) from
previous studies (vertical bars represent the 95% CI, dots show the median) compared to the data
assimilation result (height of the horizontal bar represents the 95% CI). SC11 = ref. 5, SH12 = ref.
15, AH13 = ref. 16, FT19 = ref. 18, SVD06 = ref. 13, HO10 = ref. 14, SN16 = ref. 12, BE18 =
ref. 17. b. LGM-constrained equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS), using the �GMST from data
assimilation. Dots indicate median values. The red–yellow bars indicate the 95% CI associated
with �GMST and radiative forcing estimates of greenhouse gases (RGHG), ice sheets (RICE), and
mineral dust aerosols (RAE), respectively. The lower bar shows the distribution of ECS with an
ice sheet e�cacy of 0.65.
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Extended Data Table 1. Validation statistics associated with scaling the global
estimate of the proxy variance Rg. CE and RMSE are calculated on the 25% of the
proxy data withheld from the assimilation. R2 is calculated between observed ��18Op, from
speleothems and ice cores, and data-assimilated ��18Op at the same locations. Localization
was held constant at 12,000 km. “Prior” denotes comparison with the mean of the prior
model ensemble.

— LGM —
Prior Rg Rg/2 Rg/5 Rg/10 Rg/20 Rg/100

CE 0.83 0.91 0.91 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.94
RMSE 0.40 0.30 0.29 0.27 0.26 0.25 0.25

— Late Holocene —
CE 0.92 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96

RMSE 0.28 0.22 0.21 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20
— LGM � LH vs. ��18Op —

R2 0.37 0.42 0.52 0.63 0.66 0.66 0.44

Extended Data Table 2. Validation statistics associated with varying the cut-o↵
radius of the covariance localization. CE and RMSE are calculated on the 25% of the
proxy data withheld from the assimilation. R2 is calculated between observed ��18Op, from
speleothems and ice cores, and data-assimilated ��18Op at the same locations. Cut-o↵ radii
are given in units of km; 1 denotes no localization. Proxy variance R is held at Rg/10.

— LGM —
1 24,000 18,000 12,000 9,000 6,000

CE 0.89 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93
RMSE 0.33 0.28 0.27 0.26 0.26 0.26

— Late Holocene —
CE 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96

RMSE 0.24 0.21 0.21 0.20 0.20 0.20
— LGM - LH vs. ��18Op —

R2 0.42 0.62 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.52
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Extended Data Table 3. Compilation of estimates of �RICE used for calculations
of ECS.

Model �RICE Reference
CCSM4 �3.79 PMIP365

IPSL-CM5A-LR �4.90 PMIP365

MIROC-ESM �5.20 PMIP365

MPI-ESM-P �4.57 PMIP365

MRI-CGCM3 �3.62 PMIP365

CCSM3 �2.59 PMIP24

CNRM �2.66 PMIP24

HadCM3M2 �3.23 PMIP24

HadCM3M2 v �3.41 PMIP24

IPSL-CM4 �3.48 PMIP24

MICRO3.2 �2.88 PMIP24

CESM1.2 �3.63 This study
Mean �3.66
1� 0.84
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Extended Data Figure 1. Comparison of model prior �18Op with speleothem and ice

core proxies a. Observed changes in ice core and speleothem-inferred �18Op compared to the
model prior ensemble. R2 value is shown in the lower right corner. b. Spatial map of median
changes in the �18O of precipitation from the prior ensemble, overlain with ice core and speleothem
observations (dots). Speleothem �18O has been converted from �18O of calcite or aragonite to �18Op

(in h VSMOW) prior to plotting (see Methods).
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